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1. Language by elaboration
The conservative division of diatopic lects² in Europe into languages or dialects has been – more so in the last decades – frequently challenged by numerous studies. The focus of these studies were those lects which do not fully fit the traditional concept of language or dialect. My contribution in this area is inspired by my recent reading of three collective volumes³ discussing this issue from different perspectives and based on different philological approaches (notably, Slavic and Romance). In this article, I will compare different approaches taken by various scholars to define the non-dominant lects, and point to both the perspectives and the weak points of these respective approaches. The theories will be framed in a context of legal definitions of non-dominant lects. Prior to this discussion, I find it important to state that many among the lects mentioned here are – within the more traditional schemata – considered to be dialects.

¹ https://orcid.org/0000-0001-5112-2903
² We use this term as it is possibly the most “neutral to whether the variety is a sociolect or a (geographical) dialect” (Trudgill 2003: 78) and may, in a very broad meaning, denote “language, dialect or variety” (Paddock 1988: 377). Some scholars consider lect and variety to be synonyms, others make clear the difference between these two terms (Felder 2017: 142). The problem inherent to the term variety is that it is predominantly comprehended as a ‘subsystem’ (cf. Berruto 2004: 190).
of a dominant language. It is not my intention here to comment on these assumptions, whether they be correct or not.

First of all, it is worth discussing the criteria used to distinguish a language from a dialect.\(^4\) As the most recent of the above mentioned collective volumes still bases its argumentation on the classical work authored by Heinz Kloss, the latter cannot be overlooked in the present article. Likewise, I will try to place this theory in a contemporary framework. According to Kloss’ concept (1978: 24–25), there are two independent criteria ruling how a language is determined: elaboration (\textit{Ausbau}) and linguistic distance (\textit{Abstand}). These criteria are mutually independent (Brasca 2021: 62). The \textit{Ausbau} criterion is linked with the socio-political emancipation of a lect, and according to Kloss (\textit{ibidem}), such emancipation takes place through language planning, focused on the elaboration of its functions. Kloss (1978: 58), informed by the traditionally strong regionalism of the German-speaking countries, locates the border between dialect and language in the presence (or absence) of the non-fiction genre (\textit{Sachprosa}) and translations of key texts (e.g. the Bible). Thus, the public presence of a normal dialect (\textit{Normaldialekt}) is limited to fiction or belles-lettres (\textit{Belletristik})\(^5\) and oral-only presentation in the media (e.g. radio plays).\(^6\) This concept contradicts the traditional view prevalent in Slavic Studies where a dialect is supposed to be limited only to “spoken private spontaneous communication” (Kloferová 2017).

Simultaneously, Kloss also mentions the existence of an elaborate dialect (\textit{Ausbaudialekt}), one which he previously called a half-language (\textit{Halbsprache}, Kloss 1978: 57) patterned on Swiss German, Luxembourghish and

\(^4\) For a discussion of the different criteria, see also Sinner 2014: 96–10, Wicherkiewicz 2014: 26–33.

\(^5\) In the meantime, full Bible translations are mentioned in Kloss’ \textit{Normaldialekte}: in Bavarian (Hell 1998) and Swabian (Rudolf 2008). Both authors created specific rules for the language used in their Bible.

\(^6\) Dialect stylization is present on the Czech radio; notably, in the fairy-tale radio plays recorded in stylized local dialects (especially those of Krkonoše, Chodsko, Haná). Currently, there is a regular programme on the Czech radio broadcast in the Haná dialect (Central Moravian), glossing current events (https://olomouc.rozhlas.cz/plk-na-nedelni-6370961,[21 XII 2021]). In the past, comedic broadcasts were realized in other dialects as well (the interdialect of Brno, various dialects of Moravia). In Germany, the presence of local lects in audio media is much more intensified (e.g. radio programs in Swabian, https://mundaradio.de/,[21 XII 2021]).
Scots. The *elaborate dialect* is functionally characterized by a more significant oral presence in the media and some penetration into the non-fiction genre (written media, books on local themes in the dialect, basic school primers) and elevated literature (novels). In my older work (Knoll 2017: 32), I also place on this level (i.e. *emancipated literary dialect*) translations of contemporary key texts of popular culture (*Astérix*, *The Little Prince*, *Tintin*), translation attempts of passages from the Bible, and the presence on Wikipedia.\(^7\) In the virtual space, it is actually Wikipedia that is the workshop area in which the different lects are elaborated upon in non-fiction writing. On the other hand, let us mention Stern's warning (2018b) concerning the fallacy of evaluating the status of a language based on its presence on the Internet as this presence might only represent a sort of a *Second Life* phenomenon or experiment, which does not necessarily have to correspond with the *offline* status of the language.

In my article mentioned previously (Knoll 2017), I consider the difference between the stage of a *developed dialect* (Kloss’ *Normaldialekt*, i.e. one with rich fiction/literature on local themes) and an emancipated one as the elaboration of vocabulary needed to encompass the spheres in which the dialect was not traditionally used. It seems that the description of Sicilian and Lombard functionality as described by Coluzzi et al. (2018;\(^7\) The translations include, among others, 36 continental Germanic lects (https://www.asterix-obelix.nl/ [21 XII 2018]). There are also numerous Finnish varieties.

\(^8\) E.g. from Slavic non-dominant lects, translations have been produced to Banat Bulgarian, Burgenland Croatian, Čakavian (traditionally a dialect group of Croatian), Greater Polish, Kajkavian (traditionally a dialect group of Croatian), Kashubian (in a non-standard orthography at that), Lower and Upper Sorbian, Podhalian (linguistically a part of the Lesser Polish dialect group), Prekmurian (traditionally part of the Pannonian dialectal group of Slovene), Silesian (traditionally a dialect group of Polish) and Suržyk (a fused lect spoken in Ukraine comparable to *Missingsch* in the Germanic area). The versions in other lects comprise small local dialects (e.g. 21 varieties of Occitan). See https://petit-prince-collection.com/lang/traducteurs.php [21 XII 2021].

\(^9\) E.g. in Walloon, Picard, Franco-Provençal, Provençal (Mistral’s orthography), see https://www.casterman.com/Bande-dessinee/Collections-series/les-aventures-de-tintin/en-langues-regionales [21 XII 2018].

\(^{10}\) Slavic Wikipedia in non-dominant lects only includes Kashubian, Low and Upper Sorbian, Carpathian Rusyn, and Silesian versions. The variety of non-dominant Romance and continental Germanic lects is, similarly to the case of pop-cultural texts, much higher. This might be another proof of a low level of modern linguistic regionalism among Slavic speakers.
2021: 176–178) would still fit this category. Duličenko’s theory on literary microlanguages (e.g. 2014: 573) is less demanding and it covers Kloss’ Ausbaudialekt, but, despite explicitly rejecting it, also Normaldialect (developed dialect).\(^\text{11}\)

For Kloss (1978: 48–49, 59–60), the crowning of the elaboration of a language (full language, Vollsprache) is its regular use in non-fiction, science, and course books on different subjects (i.e. not just primers).\(^\text{12}\) This is mostly impossible without the recognition of the lect as a language (cf. Knoll 2017: 35). This is why more types of recognition shall be distinguished. Of course, real recognition of a language is performed by local state authorities. We can distinguish two main types of recognition:

- functional recognition (the state guarantees the use of a language in administration and/or public schools)\(^\text{13}\)
- symbolic recognition (the state acknowledges the existence of a language without taking any intensified action in its favor).

Apart from recognition on the part of local authorities, the language may be recognized by supranational bodies, such as UNESCO (i.e. the official list of endangered languages)\(^\text{14}\).

\(^\text{11}\) Based on Duličenko’s characterization (2014: 600–601; 2018), Molise Croatian, Aegean Macedonian, Pomak, Lachian, and East Slovak could be considered to be closer to Kloss’ concept of a Normaldialet.

\(^\text{12}\) Primers of dialects without a serious Ausbau ambition are not a rare phenomenon. Let us mention Skalička’s detailed primer of the Opava dialect (2017, linguistically: West Lachian dialect of the Czech continuum) with an original orthography contrasting with the traditional spelling used in dialectal literature. According to his own commentary, interest and fun were important factors in composing the text. One other example is a primer of Kociewian (Möller – Oller 2013), linguistically a Great Polish dialect spoken in Pomeranian Voivodeship of Poland. In Germany and France, the production of such primers is organized by large publishing houses. For instance, on the website of Langenscheidt, dialect primers are placed under the category Humor & fun (https://www.langenscheidt.com/shop/deutsch/humor-unterhaltung/dialekte/langenscheidt-mundart-978-3-12-563059-8?c=695 [21 XII 2021]).

\(^\text{13}\) In France, there are some non-dominant lects tolerated in education, but not admitted for administrative purposes.

\(^\text{14}\) http://www.unesco.org/languages-atlas/index.php [21 Dec 2021]. The Slavic non-dominant lects are represented by Banat Bulgarian, Burgenland Croatian, Kashubian, Pannonian Rusyn, but also Torlak (linguistically speaking the Serbian-Bulgarian-Macedonian transitional zone with different ascription in the Serbian, Bulgarian, and Macedonian dialectology). Again, the lects of Germany, Italy, and France are richly represented.
ISO 639 codes\textsuperscript{15} and Ethnologue.\textsuperscript{16} These databases include many more languages than the ones recognized by single states (including the EU) and the value of such recognition is symbolic. Therefore, the inclusion of a diatopic lect into these lists has no real impact on its status, but can serve as “surrogate proof” for language activists (Stern 2018b: 96). Let us mention here that these lists, at least from the perspective of European languages, may seem in part to be a rather random selection.

A significant part of elaboration is the codification of a language, whose goal is to create a standard language. The first stage, which is included into the stage Kloss’ Ausbaudialect (emancipated literary dialect), is the unification of orthography. The next stage is the standardization of the morphology system; this step is actually more ambitious. While the orthography may be able to cover more diatopic varieties (the graphemes corresponding to different phonemes in local circumstances or simply the unified orthography may be used to display different local forms), the standardized morphology\textsuperscript{17} requests an existence of a supradialectal koiné. In case of a not fully standardized lect, the crucial aspect is not the existence of an orthography and grammar, but rather its level of its acceptance by users.\textsuperscript{18} In case of a non-standard language, we cannot actually speak about its obligatoriness.\textsuperscript{19} The controversy related to orthography may be caused by its reflecting just one of the local varieties (or a koiné), but also by a different approach to the relationship with a reference language.\textsuperscript{20}

\textsuperscript{15} https://iso639-3.sil.org/ [21 Dec 2021]. It is worth mentioning that Kajkavian (kjv) is mentioned here only as historical language, while Čakavian (ckm) is considered a living language. Both are listed by Duličenko as current literary microlanguages.

\textsuperscript{16} https://www.ethnologue.com/ [21 Dec 2021]. Only (Carpathian) Rusyn, Čakavian, Molise Croatian, Kashubian, Sorbian and Silesian from Slavia Minor are expressly mentioned by this database.

\textsuperscript{17} A detailed elaboration of the syntax or even orthoepy would be the next stage.

\textsuperscript{18} Duličenko (2018) de facto accepts the emergence of any grammatical work done for any purpose with any impact on the linguistic reality to represent language codification.

\textsuperscript{19} The question of the obligatoriness was actually discussed in the polemics around the Kashubian Grammar published by H. Makûrôt-Snuzëk (Bańdur 2017).

\textsuperscript{20} By reference language we understand the language(s) whose relationship to the lect in question is taken into consideration during the corpus planning. It may be the dominant and original roofing language, but also another culturally important language (e.g., Czech in the case of Upper Sorbian). This was also one of the core issues in the polemics around
non-acceptance of a koiné by the users may cause the preference of another koiné (often the dominant language).\textsuperscript{21} Stern (2018a: 36) adds that a user of a not fully standardized dominated lect might be not willing to replace one authoritative language by another (new) one, as his reason for using a not fully standardized lect is actually to escape the authoritativeness of the dominant language. The biggest competitor to an elaborated orthography (and actually also the morphology) is a spontaneous one\textsuperscript{22} gaining currently even more force with the impact of the virtual environment. The netspeak does not seem, at least in some channels (especially social media), to be as prescriptive as the offline world. Such writing is based on the language of the writer’s education (i.e. usually the dominant language). Miola (2021) remarks that this writing is close to the kind of primitive writing typical for the beginnings of the written use of vernacular languages.

We are aware that the problem of the term dialect lies in its hierarchical character. Using it, we are mostly assuming that a diatopic lect is a subvariety of a concrete language (cf. Kloferová 2017). In practice, a dialect is (in the case of European languages) usually linked to an elaborated (standard) language. This means that the ascription is actually of a rather Ausbau-like (socio-political) character. From a sociolinguistic perspective, it is considered a type of a diatopic variety existing within a language diasystem. On the dialect-standard axis, it stands at the bottom (Felder 2016: 89, cf. Auer 2011: 491). In Kloss’s concept (1978: 60), the language superordinate to a dialect is called a roof language (Dachsprache), which the author defines as a “linguistically ascribed cultural language” (linguistisch zugeordnete Kultursprache). Stern (2018: 14) points to the Ausbau criterion for determining a dialect, stating that it is a lect with an “unchallenged claim of affiliation”.

\textsuperscript{21} See the results of the survey among the speakers of Carpathian East Slavic dialects in Slovakia conducted by Vašíček (2020: 284–295), who vacillate among Standard Slovak language, Standard Ukrainian, and Standard Rusyn (offically recognized in Slovakia), created by a small group of scholars based on one of the local East Slavic dialects.

\textsuperscript{22} To refer again to the example of the modern Swabian Bible: its proposed orthography using unusual signs (such as å) is used neither by Wikipedia nor by popular language primers sold in Germany.
2. Language by linguistic distance

The different density of standard and non-standard written lects on the map of Europe consists in the difference in the sociolinguistic history of various areas. This causes a disproportionate number of standard languages contrasting with the linguistic diversity. The Slavic speaking area was affected by a step-by-step dissolution of great empires or larger states, national revival movements, and significant oppositions between confessions. All these aspects caused considerable ethnic diversification and fueled language planning activities, which resulted in a relatively dense net of standard languages. In contrast to this, the relatively small number of well-established and fully elaborated standard languages in Romance and continental Germanic areas is related to early state unifications or early koinéization processes (the Renaissance), which encompassed large territories. This causes a striking contrast between the attempts of linguistic or phylogenetic classifications of these territories and the traditional, politolect-based classifications (cf. Toporova 2000: 16; Koryakov 2001: 4).

Kloss (1978: 67–68) calls the diatopic lects without any “linguistically ascribed cultural language” near-dialectized languages. Among them, he places Kashubian, Low Saxon/German, and Occitan. In his works, the same languages are also referred to as Nur-Abstandsprachen (language definable just by linguistic distance, Kloss 1978: 28). These contrast to Nur-Ausbausprachen (language defined only by elaboration), among which he orders Slovak and Macedonian, being, in his opinion, originally dialects of Czech and Bulgarian, respectively. He illustrates this by the presence of Slovak/Macedonian dialects on the territory of Czech Republic/Bulgaria, which he understood to be part of Czech/Bulgarian. U. Amon (2004: 280) distinguishes three types of linguistic distance:

– major distance (according to cited examples belonging to two different language groups, e.g. Romance vs. Germanic),
– medium (corresponding to Standard German vs. Swabian or Pomeranian/East Low German, but also Standard German vs. Stan-

23 In Romance linguistics, the classical example of a politolect-oriented classification is the separation of Catalan and Occitan into different subgroups (Ibero-Romance vs. Gallo-Romance), in spite of their being objectively very close languages. The current polemics on the affiliation of Pannonian Rusyn is caused by the contrast between the linguistic and socio-cultural approaches (cf. Habijanec 2018).
standard Dutch, thus belonging to the same language group),\textsuperscript{24} small (Standard German of Germany vs. Austrian Standard German, Low Franconian dialects on the Dutch-German border).\textsuperscript{25} In this model, only \textit{major distance} assumes that both compared lects can be automatically considered different languages. In the case of \textit{medium} and \textit{small} distance, the status of the lect depends on the \textit{Ausbau} criterion: the roofed lect would then be a \textit{dialect}, the roofing one a \textit{language}.\textsuperscript{26} These examples show that the definition of an \textit{Abstandsprache}, i.e., a language defined just by a linguistic distance, is very complicated. It could be said that the criteria which Kloss uses for the definition of an \textit{Abstandsprache} seems to be related with the elaboration and socio-political constellation (\textit{Ausbau}). Kloss does not specify why exactly Kashubian should be an \textit{Abstandsprache}\textsuperscript{27} and Slovak an \textit{Ausbausprache}.

From the multiplicity of the criteria for distinguishing a language by language distance (extant list Ammon 1987: 321–325), Berruto (2010: 182–183) regroups them into the following ones:

\begin{itemize}
  \item Genealogic distance.
  \item Lexicostatistics (respectively, glottochronology).
  \item Linguistic dissimilarity.
  \item Mutual intelligibility.
\end{itemize}

It seems evident that these criteria are by no means objective and their application may provide even opposite results. Moreover, the decision (language or dialect) would depend on the setting of the importance of

\textsuperscript{24} I believe that there is nothing shocking in placing e.g. the relationship between Slovak and Carpathian Rusyn (especially that from Slovakia) in the medium distance group, especially when the official texts in Rusyn largely use Slovak loanwords (e.g., https://rs.medzilaborce-urad.sk/ [21 Dec 2021]). In traditional dialectology, the Carpathian Rusyn dialects are considered to be a part of the Southwestern subgroup of Ukrainian (cf. Daniyleiko 2020).

\textsuperscript{25} \text{From within the Slavic world, Bosnian – Croatian – Montenegrin – Serbian would fit here perfectly.}

\textsuperscript{26} One must remark that Kloss’s “linguistically ascribed cultural language” is a relative term. Applying Kloss’s theory to a Low German dialect, the use of the Dutch standard language would be actually more appropriate from a linguistic perspective.

\textsuperscript{27} Also Duličenko (2014: 578) considers Kashubian (and Sorbian) to be an \textit{Abstandsprache} (autonomous literary microlanguage in his terminology).
the chosen criteria and the selection of diatopic lects included in the evaluation.\textsuperscript{28}

The genealogical distance is, in traditional concepts, mostly evaluated according to historical phonology and few morphological features.\textsuperscript{29} The oldest appearance of a specific trait may be considered a marker for a separation of a language.\textsuperscript{30} The features of historical phonology, despite being of older date, could be assimilated by later changes, or do not need to have impact on the intelligibility. Thus, the Pskov-Novgorod lect had, according to the birchbark manuscripts and some dialectological evidence, features that could be interpreted as an early separation from the rest of the Slavic languages (cf. Zaliznjak 2004: 41–49).\textsuperscript{31} Nevertheless, these specific features were mostly dissolved by contact with neighbouring lects and koinéization until the end of the Middle Ages. Similarly, the Kashubian archaic features, linking this language with Polabian, are regressive, and they remain only constricted to a part of territory or are lexicalized in few local dialects (cf. Breza – Treder 1981: 22–24). The dialectal base of standard Slovak (Central Slovak dialects), due to its increased amount of South Slavic features, might have been early opposed to the rest of West Slavic (cf. Holzer 1997: 88). These features, however, do not really impact the mutual intelligibility with Czech. The genetic affiliation can, however, be also blurred by an intensive contact with another related lect.\textsuperscript{32}

\textsuperscript{28} The majority of studies on the closeness of languages from a particular group take into account just the standard dominant languages.

\textsuperscript{29} One can take actually any overview of diversification of Slavic (or other) languages, e.g., Sussex – Cubberley 2006: 42–59.

\textsuperscript{30} From this perspective, considering Tsakonian a direct descendent of Doric and likewise a dialect of Modern Greek being descendent of Ionic-Attic, all languages of the Slavic (or Balto-Slavic), Romance, and Germanic groups should be just dialects. M. Kisilier (2017), without denying the very specific phonetic and morphologic structure of Tsakonian causing its non-intelligibility with Modern Greek, warns against such generalizations, showing that the vast majority of the vocabulary in Tsakonian and Modern Greek is shared, and the lects never completely lose the contact.

\textsuperscript{31} In this context, can the reconstructed language of the early texts of the Pskov-Novgorod area be called a dialect (group)? And if so, of which language?

\textsuperscript{32} See, e.g., the many-sided South Slavic impact in Russian, caused the specific circumstances of the creation of the modern standard in the 18\textsuperscript{th} and early 19\textsuperscript{th} centuries through synthesis of Church Slavonic and East Slavic elements (for details see Živov 2017: 954-1126). Compare also the large amount of unadapted Latinisms in Castilian Spanish.
The lexicostatistic method (recalibrated glottochronology) in the analysis conducted by Blažek – Novotná (2007: 200) shows a 100% identity of the Kashubian and Polish basic vocabulary, while the coincidence of Czech and Slovak is of 97%, and Bulgarian with Macedonian of 95%. For the sake of comparison, Burlak and Starostin (2001: 82–105) count the closeness between Swedish and Danish to be 98% and their agreement with Nynorsk as 94%. If we merged these two sets of results (which can hardly be considered objective), the lexicostatistic distance between Russian and Ukrainian would correspond to that of Standard German and Dutch (93%). However, a different methodology or selection of words applied can yield diametrically different results (Blažek – Novotná 2007: 196–197).

While the difference between local dialects on the lexical level is often represented by lexemes representing local specifics (e.g. nature, craft) and emotions, in the modern world, the intelligibility of communication depends much more on the repertoire of abstract words. Here, the approach changes among the languages of different groups. While the Romance languages mostly adapt these lexemes directly from Latin and even the language-planners do not intend to change them, the language-planners of the Slavic languages might tend to use neologisms. Among Germanic languages, the Northeastern Germanic and continental Germanic share an important amount of such words due to the impact of Low (and partly High) German in Scandinavia. The language planners dealing with the Northwestern Germanic have the tendency to avoid them.

The criterion of linguistic dissimilarity may also be perceived from different perspectives and the same features may be given different importance. For example, the Timok-Prizren (or Torlak) dialects are counted together with Serbian due to common phonological features, but to Bulgarian-Macedonian based on the common morphosyntactic (actually typo-

---

33 Cf. English ‘reality’ as Castilian realidad – Catalan/Occitan realitat – Aragonese realidat – Italian/Piedmontese realtà – Sardinian realidade etc. However, cf. Polish rzeczywistość – Belarusian рэчаіснасць vs. Kashubian jawernota vs. Russian действительность – Bulgarian действителност – Ukrainian дiйснiсть vs. Serbian/Macedonian стварност – Pannonian Rusyn стварносци/дiйснiсть vs. Rusyn in Slovakia skutočnosť – Slovak skutočnosť, etc., German Wirklichkeit – Luxembourgish Wierklechkeet – Norwegian Bokmål virkelighet vs. Nynorsk reyndom, etc. In most languages also a Latinism may be used (in specific situations).
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The difference in assimilation is perceived as an important isogloss to mark the difference between Polish-Kashubian and Belarusian-Russian, while a large variety of assimilation reflexes “fits” into Slovak (cf. ASJ 1: 257). The mutual intelligibility, supported by Tamburelli (2021: 31) can cause problems with asymmetric intelligibility (typically Northeastern Germanic and Ibero-Romance languages sensu stricto). The languages of these two language subgroups are characterized by a very similar grammar and vocabulary, which results in the fact that the differences of the written language seem to be of rather “orthographic” nature. However, these languages show important differences on the phonologic level, which historically is not necessarily old. Such is also the case of Kashubian and Polish whose mutual intelligibility without previous knowledge is hardened by the striking changes in the Kashubian vocalism dating back to the 18th century (Topolińska 1974: 91–93). The mutual intelligibility of Czech and Slovak may also be caused by the closeness of standard (Central) Slovak phonology to the standard Czech one. This might not have been the case if the standard Slovak were based on East Slovak dialects (as the Pannonian Rusyn is). In other cases, the most relevant differences between the languages may be lexical due to different language contact (e.g., between Belarusian and Russian, Macedonian vs. Bulgarian, Catalan, and Occitan in Spain vs. Catalan and Occitan in France and Italy). The obstacle to a mutual intelligibility of the written language can be caused by different spelling principles (e.g. Czech/Slovak vs. Polish, Belarusian vs. Russian, Dutch, respectively Low Saxon in the Netherlands, German, respectively Low Saxon in Germany) or script (East Slovak dialectal texts from Slovakia vs. Pannonian Rusyn).

---

34 Some of these dialects may be considered to belong to Croatian as their speakers are Catholic (cf. Lisac 2009: 143).

35 E.g. Polish cicho vs. Kashubian cëchò, Belarusian уïxa vs. Russian muxo, Slovak “dialects”: ticho, tycho, cicho, čicho.

36 Tamburelli actually considers such cases to be explainable by previous knowledge.

37 Thus, the most striking differences between Danish and Swedish phonology (not reflected in the spelling) can be dated to the 16th – 17th centuries (Riad 2005: 1105; Larsson 2005: 1273).

Another important aspect of the difference between diatopic lects are their borders. Their linguistic definition is dependent on the criteria chosen. Such criteria may be in conflict with self-identification caused mainly by political, or possibly, socio-cultural features. Within the language continua, sometimes the political borders determine the traditional borders between the languages. On the other hand, the political borders had, without doubt, an important levelling impact, which has been accelerated by the dominant position of modern standard languages.

In the case where an important bundle of isoglosses or a language of a different language group overlaps the border, Duličenko (2014: 578–579) may call the cross-border lect *peripheral-insular microlanguage*. The case of a language island with its own literature, i.e. a diatopic lect surrounded by less or unrelated lect Duličenko calls *insular microlanguage*. Both terms roughly correspond to Kloss’ *roofless external dialects* (*dachlose Außenmundarten*), which can be illustrated by the fact that both scholars cite the same examples: Carpathian Rusyn and Prekmurian as *peripheral-insular microlanguage*.

---

39 Franco-Provençal is considered to be a fully linguistically defined language. The currently used fashionable name *Arpitan* added an ethnic notion to this originally “linguistic construct” (for details, see Bichurina 2016).

40 E.g. Low Franconian speaking area (the dialectal base of Dutch) in Germany, the near-to Belarusian dialects in Russia, the border between Macedonian and Bulgarian, the Belarusian identity of the speakers of West Polessian dialects (traditionally ascribed to Ukrainian, Maksymiuk 2018) in Poland, speakers of the Scanian dialects in Sweden. The Swiss German is defined primarily by the borders of Switzerland, the dialectologically corresponding dialects (High and Highest German) in Austria (Vorarlberg), Liechtenstein and Italy are usually not considered to be part of it.

41 E.g., in a stabilization of the linguistic border between Czech/Slovak, Danish/Swedish, Galician/Portuguese.

42 In this connection, a remarkable case are the Mosel Franconian dialects. These are recognized as national and official language in Luxembourg (Luxembourgish), roofed (i.e. using the standard language) by German in Germany, Belgium, Romania (Transylvanian Saxon possessing a dialectal literature), rather roofless in France, but dominated by different standard languages (German, French, Romanian). A comparable case in Slavia are the Carpathian East Slavic dialects recognized in Poland (Lemko), Slovakia, Hungary, and Romania (Rusyn). In Poland and Slovakia, the local standards are taught at school, while the dialects may be alternatively roofed by Ukrainian (as in the Ukrainian Transcarpathia). Under the same name (Pannonian Rusyn), a West Slavic language is recognized in Serbia, Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina (Reference).
lar and Burgenland Croatian as insular lect. Also Kloss acknowledges the increasing tendency of elaboration of such lects. The insular type of a diatopic lect can be further subdivided into one which is definable by natural limits (typical a valley or an island) and those which are not, and may be the product of a colonization activity of different periods. The insular character of some of the previously mentioned lects may be supported by confessional characteristics of the speakers.

Some of the diatopic lects are non-territorial, but they are linked to a clearly culturally definable ethnics (typically Romani and Jewish lects, Yenish). The most complicated may be the definition of diatopic lects, which are called peripheral or regional by Duličenko and which are, generally speaking, the lects traditionally considered to be dialects of a dominant standard language of the same state. There are three types of definition of such a diatopic lect: linguistic (ideally defined by a dialectological atlas, dialectometry), geographical (using historical or current administrations),

---

43 Masurian (linguistically a part of Masovian, one of the main dialectal groups of Polish) mentioned by Kloss is not mentioned by Duličenko. Kloss’s mention is informed by the tradition in the pre-1918 German Empire to consider the Masurs as a separate ethnic group (cf. Tetzner 1902: 181–211).

44 Valleys: e.g. Ladin/Rumansh valleys, Germanic enclaves on the Italian side of the Alps (e.g. Môcheno, Cimbrian, Wallis enclaves), mountain zones: Megleno-Romanian, islands: Northfrisian dialects, the Romance lects of the Channel Islands. An example of a naturally delimited lects of an overlapping continuum are Mirandese (linguistically considered to be a part of the Asturian-Leonese continuum), Aranese (linguistically part of the Gascon/Occitan continuum), the Occitan Valleys in Piedmont, the Aosta Valley (Franco-Provençal continuum), Resian (overlapping the Slovenian continuum), Gorani (lect of the Macedonian continuum using “nominal” Bosnian or Turkish as standard language, dominated mostly by Albanian, respectively Macedonian, cf. Nomachi 2018) and currently the Catalan-speaking Andorra.

45 In Europe and the Americas, such is the case of the Germanic enclaves, e.g. Wilamowice, the Transylvanian enclaves, in the Americas Pomeranian, Mennonite Low German, Hunsrik, Pennsylvania Dutch, etc. Among Slavic ones the recognized ones are (Banat) Bulgarian, (Pannonian) Rusyn, Bunjevac on the former Military frontier (Council of Europe 2020).

46 Protestantism in the case of Germanic enclaves in Catholic South America or in predominantly Orthodox Romania may contribute to the preservation of the language (similarly to Catholicism in some Upper Sorbian speakers). These are, however, more relevant in cases when the language difference is minimal (as in the case of Croatian vs. Serbian vs. Bosnian, possibly vs. Bunjevac in the predominantly Orthodox Vojvodina).
tive borders, geolect), and by the awareness of its speakers (Berruto 2010: 183). Wicherkiewicz (2014: 33) considers the criterion of the conscience of one’s own language to be the primary one. In some cases, the lects defined geographically or by the conscience factor may be simply former the cross-border ones (as Prekmurian, Silesian). They may keep different language contact traits from those in the neighbouring areas. It seems to be the norm that a diatopic lect is primarily defined as belonging to a certain (historical) region, and its borders are consecutively specified by linguists.

3. Dominant and non-dominant languages

Presently let us focus on delimitation of dominant and non-dominant languages. Today, in the time of ubiquitous media and globalized businesses, the question of a dominant language may not always be unambiguous. In the Post-Soviet countries, Russian was predominant, which has been changing step-by-step, except for Belarus. English (or another working language) may be dominant for people working for international corporations in different countries even if English holds no official status there. In most states, the dominant language corresponds to the official language, similar to the notion of a state language in the Post-Soviet states. In Belarus, although both Belarusian and Russian are declared state languages, Russian is actually the dominant one. An attentive reading of the Belarusian Law On languages in the Republic of Belarus shows that the official use of Belarusian is not obligatory, but actually optional in most situations. Similarly, this term is used also to denote the local vernacular, even if non-dominant, used in autonomous republics of Russia. Curiously enough, the Constitution of Dagestan (Art. 11) says that “the state languages of the Republic of Dagestan are Russian and the languages of the nations of Dagestan” without providing a list thereof.

---

47 The *Moravian language* declared in the Czech census and likely also the *Silesian language* in the Polish census is definable this way. Similarly, Cornips (2018) defines the Limburgish linguistic identity as well, although linguistics would define the lect area otherwise. This actually corresponds to the definition presented to the European Charter for Regional or Minority Languages (Council of Europe 2020: 8).

48 Thus, e.g., the diatopic lects in Germany (including Austria) and Italy or bordering between Corsican and Sardinian.

Especially in small European countries, there is an institution of a national language. These languages are local vernaculars, which are co-official with another international language. The status of a national language is given to Luxembourgish in Luxembourg (co-official with French and German), Maltese in Malta (co-official with English), but also Irish (co-official with English). Luxembourgish and Maltese are dominant rather in the oral sphere, while Irish is actually treated as a heritage language (or sometimes a minority language). In Andorra, the local vernacular (Catalan) is the only official language. The vernacular of Monaco has no official status, but is obligatorily taught in schools as a heritage language (Passet 2019).

The notion of a national language is similar to that of lengua propia ‘own language’ used in the autonomous communities in Spain (eventually Andorra). Such a term is used to denominate the local vernacular, which is mostly a non-dominant language. The use of this term does not depend on the language actual status.

The non-dominant lects may be evaluated via different criteria. Some terms may be used for various purposes. The first criterion is the relative size. According to this criterion, the lesser used languages (Nic Craith 2006: 57), minor languages (cf. Miola 2021: 152), and microlanguages may be distinguished. The relative size (small number of speakers) may also be

50 https://docs.cntd.ru/document/802018919 [21 Dec 2018]. Such is also the constitutional status of Urdu in Pakistan (Art. 251), where English is also officially used (http://www.pakistani.org/pakistan/constitution/part12.ch4.html [21 Dec 2018]).

51 Linguistically belonging to Ligurian of the Gallo-Italian continuum. Neither Liechtenstein (a dialect close to Swiss German), nor San Marino (linguistically belonging to Romagnol of the Gallo-Italian continuum) have not given any status to their vernacular. On the San Marino TV, the vernacular is regularly used just for sport news (https://www.sanmarinortv.sm/risultato-ricerca?type=shows&term=dialetto [21 Dec 2021]). This corresponds to the usual entertaining presence of a dialect on air. In the case of Liechtenstein, similarly as in the case of the German-speaking community, this may be caused by the dialect variability and the traditional position of the koiné (German).

52 Cf. Catalan and Aranese Occitan are both llengues pròpies and official (Catalan being even the “normal and preferable”) according to the Autonomous Statute of Catalonia (Estatut, Art. 6). The Autonomous Statute of Aragón (Art. 7) discusses the rights of the lenguas propias without mentioning them (currently Aragonese and Catalan), promising the option of their use in communication with authorities (https://www.boe.es/buscar/act.php?id=BOE-A-2007-8444 [21 Dec 2021]). The corresponding law (3/2013 of the 9th of May) calls them Aragonese languages with their linguistic modifications (Art. 2.2) (https://www.boe.es/diario_boe/txt.php?id=BOE-A-2013-6103 [21 Dec 2021]).
related to its reduced functionality. It is actually the elaboration of the written language, which is a criterion for Duličenko’s term of literary microlanguage (by Rabus 2015: Mikrostandardsprache). According to Duličenko’s definition from 2014 (Duličenko 2014: 573), it is a form of existence of a language (or a dialect – sic) that possesses some literature and which can be characterized by normalization tendencies. In Duličenko’s words, such a lect should be part of a more or less organized literary-linguistic process. The theory was originally formulated based on the status of Pannonian Rusyn.

The criterion of recognition and respect resulted in the coining of a term of contested languages, proposed by Nic Craith and evidently inspired by the situation of Scots. Nic Craith (2006: 107) characterizes such languages rather vaguely as “frequently an unfortunate consequence of the establishment of national boundaries”. This formula is based on the criterion of conscience of the speakers, as Nic Craith comments (ibidem): “Speakers of contested languages are generally unhappy with the lack of status for their speech form”. Among such languages, the author mentions the languages currently recognized as regional languages (Kashubian, Low German, Friulian), but mainly those that are recognized either just symbolically or not at all. In some contexts, this notion may be opposed to the legal meaning of the term regional language (cf. Dołowy-Rybińska – Soria 2021: 125).

The term collateral language as defined by Jean-Michel Eloy is most evidently backgrounded on the status of Picard (traditionally a group of French dialects). The main criterion to use this term is the relationship with the dominant language. According to Eloy (2007: 18), the term is applicable to “varieties which are near each another – objectively and subjectively – at the linguistic, sociolinguistic and historical or glottopolitical level, and those varieties which tend to contrast one another are historically linked because of the modalities of their development”. Eloy also specifies that this concept is not applicable to not closely related languages (his example being French and Breton), for which he uses the term of roof language (thus in other meaning than Kloss). Eloy (ibidem) also accepts the use of term for lects separated by a political border that have never been roofed by the closest standard language (Kloss’ dachlose Außenmundarten), giving the example of Csángó (a Hungarian dialect in Romanian Moldavia)
and West Flemish in France. This concept was updated by Wicherkiewicz (2014) under the name of *regional collateral languages*. In his detailed concept, he points to the genetic closeness of the languages and the *Ausbau* aspect (ongoing standardization) as well as the lack or minimal conscience of belonging to another ethnic group that the *titular* nation of the state.

Now we have come to the concepts of minority and regional languages. Both terms have two meanings, the legal and the scholarly or commonly used. In the European Charter for Regional or Minority Languages (ECRML), both terms are legally not distinguished, being defined as “languages traditionally used within a given territory of a state by nationals of that state who form a group numerically smaller than the rest of the state’s population; they are different from the official language(s) of that state, and they include neither dialects of the official language(s) of the state nor the languages of migrants”.

The opposition between the notion of a regional vs. a minority language can be seen in two different ways. In a more traditional concept, any non-dominant language of a country may be called a minority language. According to Tröster-Mutz (2011: 455), the term *minority language* is superordinate to the term of regional languages (corresponding, in his opinion, to lesser spoken language, *Kleinsprache*, cf. Rehder 2002) that are “languages with a small number of speakers which do not have the status of a majority language anywhere”. As examples of regional languages, he cites *Scots Gaelic, Ladin, Saterlandic, Galician* and *Friulan*. The same understanding is applied in France. There, this term is used for any diatopic lect as opposed to standard French (cf. Cerquiglini 2003), independently of their closeness to the standard (Basque, Occitan or Gallo). It includes both the lects admitted as well as those not admitted in school education. In case of the Germanic lects in France, the Regional charter of regional or minority languages applied in Alsace defines the regional language as “the German language in its dialectal forms (Alemannic or Franconian spoken in Alsace and in Moselle)” and its standard form (Hochdeutsch).  

---

53 [https://www.coe.int/en/web/european-charter-regional-or-minority-languages/languages-covered][21 Dec 2021].

54 Thus Trudgill (2000: 122) places on the list of the minority languages both Sorbian and Kashubian.

55 [https://www.coe.int/en/web/european-charter-regional-or-minority-languages/](https://www.coe.int/en/web/european-charter-regional-or-minority-languages/)
Radatz (2012: 118–120) proposes an understanding of Western European Regional Language (WERS) the same way. He specifies that a WERS is an externally non-dominant unroofed lect that is more or less standardized and whose language planning affects a relevant part of the population. He distinguishes two types of such languages: the ones that have been developed from a spoken language dominated by another one to a standardized one (citing e.g. Mirandese, Sorbian, and Basque) and the other ones that had their peak in the Pre-Modern Age, but later lost its status and survived as oral languages (he cites e.g. Catalan, Occitan, Irish).

It must be added that especially in Europe there are some diatopic lects whose written history cannot be traced to the Middle Ages. This is often a question of interpretation. Thus, a significant portion of the Old French literature was actually written in northern varieties such as Old Normand and Old Picard (cf. Šigarevskaja 1974: 64). The same is valid for Old High German which had various written regional varieties as well. Oldest law portions in some parts of Europe (Pyrenean Peninsula, Scandinavia, Slavia Orthodoxa) were composed in local vernaculars (including each of the medieval states of Hispania). At least until the 16th century, local chancelleries throughout Europe were using a language based on local vernacular that was adopting the shapes of the most prestigious variety step-by-step. On the other hand, many of the medieval and early Modern Period texts were not written in the pure vernacular, but represented a hybrid language with characteristics of different regions. In Southwestern Slavia, many different literary traditions were rising and disappearing during the Pre-Modern age with various dialectal bases and different graphic systems that are not simply linkable with current standard languages, which are products mainly of the 19th and 20th century. The politically fragmented Slavic East also had a complicated history of written (in this case mainly chancellery) lects and in the case of a different political history, a different number of East Slavic languages could exist.

This reminds us of the possible switching in the direction of the literary-written development as described in Knoll 2017: 13–14.

Huld (1994: 27–28, 36–39) remarks that most versions of the novel The Knight of the Lion by Chrétien de Troyes have been preserved in Picard or with Picard traits, which served as lingua franca of Northern France in the 13th century. Only few versions have been preserved in Champenois which was the original lect of the author.
If understood as an opposition, the difference between a minority language and a regional language would be the speaker’s conscience (cf. Wicherkiewicz 2014: 76). The minority language could be defined as a language with its own ethnic identity within a state with another dominant language (national language in the Russian tradition). This notion includes both the languages whose speakers inherited or accepted roofing of a dominant language of another country\(^{58}\) and the languages whose speakers have a separate ethnic conscience (e.g. Sorbs). Curiously enough, Slovak Law on the use of minority languages\(^{59}\) defines a minority language as a codified or standardized one, traditionally used on the territory of the state. If we accept such a definition of a minority language, the term regional language would correspond to Wicherkiewicz’s regional collateral languages applicable for lects whose speakers identify (or are supposed to identify) with the dominant ethnic group. Currently, the term regional language is used both for expressively recognized regional languages (such as Low German/Saxon, Kashub, Limburgs) as well as for lects without official recognition that can be defined as collateral languages with strong regionalism (e.g. Lombard, Sicilian).

Sometimes, the term regional language is used as equivalent for a regiolect (Wicherkiewicz 2003: 76) in the meaning discussed above or simply for any regionally limited diatopic lect independently on the basis of the Ausbau criterion. In such a broad comprehension of the notion regional language, the majority of a territory or a state may be theoretically covered by plenty regional languages and there might be minimum or no area for the dominant languages (especially German, Italian, French\(^{60}\)). In such cases, the dominant language seems to be rather considered a macro-language and the “map of languages” actually corresponds to a traditional dialectological map. Such cases are theoretically possible in situations where the standard language has no clear language base and/or it is a product of a long literary tradition which did not follow the evolution of the local

\(^{58}\) E.g. Czech and Slovak (descendants of 18\(^{th}\)-century colonists) dominated by South Slavic languages and Romanian.


\(^{60}\) In the model brought by Cerquilini 2003: 138, brought to the French Ministry of Culture and Communication, the space French language is reduced to the very centre of Northern France.
uneducated spoken lects (as Polish, German). In other concepts, the regio-lect (Felder 2016: 88–89) is not based on the local dialects, but it denotes a regional variant of a standard language (a regional substandard). In such a notion, the collateral language would correspond to a regional dialect. In a broader meaning, regiolect would denote any variety standing “between standard and dialect” (Auer 2011: 487).

The French Community of Belgium uses the term regional indigenous language denoting a symbolically recognized local variety of French/langue d’oïl (Walloon, Picard, and others). The term was introduced in 1990, when it replaced the term of dialect. A specific distinction can be found in the Italian law (no. 482 of the 15th of December 1999), which recognized Albanian, Catalan, Germanic, Greek, Slovene, and Croatian linguistic communities, which may assume the dialectalized character of the lects spoken by the members of these ethnic groups on the Italian territory. This vague formulation is opposed to well-definable languages (French, Franco-Provençal, Friulan, Ladin, Occitan, and Sardinian). The autonomous statute of Castilla-León as well as some regional Italian laws use the term of linguistic patrimony, perhaps in the case where the term language seemed not to be appropriate to the legislators. In the Latvian law on the State language, Latgalian is recognized as a variety (paveida) of the Latvian language.

4. Final reflections
Can linguists redefine what language is and what it is not, based only on structural and communication criteria as Tamburelli (2021: 8) requests? Theoretically, it would be possible to redraw the borders between the European languages ignoring extra-linguistic aspects. Without doubt, it

---

64 The local laws may be more specific. Moreover, on the region level, Venetan (Regional law of the 13th of April 2007, no. 8) and Piemontese (25th of October 2016, no. 20) have been recognized as languages thus replacing the term of linguistic patrimony. This term is used by the Sicilian regional law promoting the teaching of Sicilian from the 31st May 2011.
would radically change the map of Europe. However, who would accept such redivision? The current constellation of language differences, especially those in Europe, is, to a large extent, a product of the socio-political and language contact processes that led to the spread of prestigious koinés (politically or culturally), distribution of new vocabulary, and impacted the spread or stopping of certain phonologic and morphosyntactic traits.

In today’s Europe, there are (almost) no people who would not be fluent in a dominant, fully standardized, *polyfunctional language*. Moreover, this polyfunctionality, so unusual in Europe’s history, is being corroded by the spread of English, penetrating into different spheres of our lives as a written language or even as an everyday spoken language. Besides the polyfunctional languages, we undoubtedly do see here some *oligofunctional languages*, i.e. those which are still able to efficiently share the space in the modern world with the polyfunctional languages (e.g. Luxembourgish, Catalan). However, in most cases, the traditional vernacular is no more regularly used by the youngest generation. If such a language is not able to serve as a medium language in school education and it is taught just as a subject, it is clear it is already not a normally functioning language, but rather plays a role of a *heritage language*.

The current revival of interest in non-dominant languages is a product of the modern, liberal, globalized, and often even Internet-based civilization. We are witnessing attempts to redefine the role of vernaculars traditionally considered dialects, which have for a long period had a well-defined function (oral or even written) in coexistence with a dominant language. For centuries, their spatial definition was not exact but rather associated with concrete toponyms (the language of a town,\(^{66}\) small regions without clear borders, or linked to the current administrative borders) or communities with certain characteristics (lifestyle, speech) opposed to the neighbours.\(^{67}\) The existence of such lects was linked to the agricultural or small town societies with different expression needs than those of a (post-)

---

\(^{66}\) Still, you can hear that an inhabitant of a town say that they speak e.g. a Rtyně-way (*po rtyňsku*) or a Hronov-way (*po hronousku*), although this corresponds to the same dialect, linguistically defined as Náchod stretch of the East Bohemian dialect area.

\(^{67}\) Thus self-denomination *po našymu* ‘our way’, linguistically the Polish-Czech mixed strip (Czech perspective) or Cieszyn and Jablonków subdialects of the Silesian dialectal area of Polish (Polish perspective) or part of the Silesian ethnolect (Silesian movement perspective).
It was often the modern linguistics, sometimes corrected by the actual political constellation, which made clear the spatial and linguistic definition of the language areas. The spatial-linguistic redefinition and the activity of the users gaining some success in the field of recognition may be considered to be the main traits of the modern regional languages.
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It is interesting that several dialectal/contested language versions of Wikipedia are actually defined linguistically. E.g. the Neapolitan Wikipedia invites to participate all speakers of the dialects linguistically defined as Middle-Southern Italian (not using this name, but showing a dialectal map instead), although traditionally the dialects in Italy are associated with administrative regions. The Alemannic and Ripuarian Wikipedia use even the linguistic names of the corresponding dialect areas. This contrasts with the Tarantino Wikipedia which is not defined linguistically (it would otherwise fit into the Neapolitan Wikipedia), but traditionally linked to a concrete place.
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Summary

The main aim of the paper is to discuss different concepts of the classification of non-dominant diatopic lects. The study treats and compares different definitions proposed both by scholars and local legislative bodies. The author confronts the definitions of Normaldialect and Ausbaudialekt developed by H. Kloss with Duličenko’s concept of literary microlanguages, the notions of contested and collateral languages with different understandings of minority and regional languages, including variants thereof. The text is enriched with numerous examples both from the present and the past of non-dominant diatopic lects of Europe.
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